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Abstract

Study in the field of digital integrated circuit (IC) already become common to the modern industrial. Day
by day we have been introduced with new gadget that was developed based on transistor. This paper will study
the implementation of self-bias transistor on voting logic. The self-bias transistor will connected both on pull-up
network and pull-down network. On previous research, study on comparison of total number of transistors, time
propagation delay, and frequency between NAND and NOR gate of voting logic. It’s show, with the same number
of transistor, NAND gate achieve high frequency and low time propagation delay compare to NOR gate. We extend
this analysis by comparing the total number of transistor, time propagation delay, frequency and power dissipation
between common NAND gate with self-bias NAND gate. Extensive LTSpice simulations were performed using
IBM 90nm CMOS(Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) process technology. The result show self-bias vot-
ing NAND gate consumes 54% less power dissipation, 43% slow frequency and 43% high time propagation delay
compare to common voting NAND gate.
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I Introduction

Digital design already become common and saturated by time. Thus, to overcome this, new technique has been
introduced. One of technique has been studied was the implementation of self-bias transistor in digital application.
The main agenda an introduction of new method are either to gain high speed and low power demand. One of
basic power delay trade off is using new developed prosess technology. As now, the latest wafer prosess technology
is 14nm wafer size. It’s mean, the minimum length of drain to source is 14nm. The shorter length will compromize
a low time taken for electron to travel from drain to source. This will produced low time taken with less power.
Figure 1 show the length and width of CMOS. Whilst, wider width contributed to more electron pass through.

Figure 1: CMOS legth, width and thickness

This paper presents the implemention of self-bias transistor(SBT) on NAND voting logic, study the effect with
and with-out SBT, characterization number of transistor used, time propagation delay, power dissipation and fre-
quency. From simulation, 102 transistors were used compares to 68 transistors with-out SBT. SBT help to reduces
low power dissipation with reasonable time propagation delay and frequency. Power and time delay are inverse
propotional, while it’s direct relation with frequency. Low power produced low heat, from low heat it related
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to low kinetic energy and end-up low electron energy to travel from drain to source(slow time propagation delay).

This paper is organized as follows, section II implementing one PMOS self bias transistor on pull-up network and
the other NMOS self-bias transistor on pull-down network. While, the simulation set-up and results were presented
in section III. Lastly, section IV concluded total number of transistor used, time propagation delay, frequency and
power dissipation of NAND with and with-out self-bias transistor.

II Self-Bias Voting Circuit

Self-bias transistor are connected between PMOS input to VDD and between NMOS output to VSS. While, for
self-bias PMOS, gate is connected to source and self-bias NMOS gate connected to drain. The illustration of self-
bias PMOS and NMOS show on figure 2 below. In general understanding, SBT will operates as current controlled
switch. Equation (1) and (2) below shows the saturated drain current of long-channel and short-channel. Based
on both equation (1) and (2) below, kn is the gain factor which equal to kn

′ W
L also know as process technology

transconductor. While VGS is the voltage of gate to source with VT is the threshold voltage and Vsat is the saturation
voltage of short-channel device. Cox is the capacitance of oxide gate layer.

IDsat =
1

2
kn(VGS − VT )2 (1)

IDsat = WVsatCox(VGS − VT ) (2)

Figure 2: (a) PMOS SBT, (b) NMOS SBT

As we can seen on figure 3 below, SBT PMOS and NMOS are connected in the NAND gate. From VDD down
to output node its’ know as pull-up network. While, from output node down to vss which is ground, its’ know as
pull-down network. The SBT PMOS is connected on pull-up network and SBT NMOS on pull-down network. CMOS
circuit should be complementary, that’s the reason were used one SBT PMOS and one SBT NMOS. For example, if
both inputs were zeros, all PMOSs will be short circuit and internal sheet resistance Rsheet exist. But on pull-down
network, it will be an open circuit. The current IDsat flow from VDD to output. The output voltage is:

Vo = VDD − IDsat(Rsheetsbt) +
Rsheet1Rsheet2

Rsheet1 +Rsheet2
(3)
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Figure 3: (a) SBT NAND gate, (b) Example SBT NAND Operation

Overall, 17 SBT NAND gate were used to design voting logic with 4 inputs. Figure 4 show SBT NAND voting logic.
Each SBT NAND was came with two inputs. The output was connected to drive a 0.5fF load capacitor. At inputs,
pulse were connected with 0.5ns rise and fall time. All inputs were connected to 1.8V supply that swing from 0V to
1.8V but only VD and VDD were supply to constant 5V. Vss were linked to ground. However with dual-rail supply,
Vss were connected to constant voltage supply. Dual-rail supply can increase frequency that will be facing on SBT
circuit.

Figure 4: SBT NAND Voting Logic Circuit
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III Simulation-Set Up and Result

The simulation set-up circuit was based on figure 4 above. All the inputs were sets as square wave pulse as table 1
below to verified its’ functionality.

Table 1: Input Pulse Parameter
Input Parameter Input Signal

A B C D VDD Vss
Initial(V) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Von(V) 5 5 5 5 5 0
Delay(s) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rise Time(ns) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 0
Fall Time(ns) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0 0
Duty Cycle(ns) 5 3 7 0 0 0
Period(ns) 10 6 10 0 0 0

Rise time and fall time were sets to 0.5ns each. Rise time was defined as time taken from logic 0(0V in this case)
to logic 1(1.8V) which is from 10% up to 90% of input signal. While the fall time were defined as time taken from
logic 1 to logic 0 which is from 90% down to 10% of input signal. To calculate the frequency, measures were taken
from simulating transient analysis of 0.5us. Frequency can be calculated based on time propagation delay value as
equation below:

f =
1

tPD
(4)

While, time propagation delay were defined as:

tPD =
1

2
(tPLH + tPHL) (5)

tPLH and tPHL were 50% time propagation different between input signal and output signal either from low to high
or high to low as figure 5.

Figure 5: Time Propagation Delay Between Input and Output

From simulation, the time taken were as table 2 below:
Base on table 2 above, time propagation delay and frequency can be calculated using equation (4) and (5). While
power dissipation is define as summation of static power and dynamic power. During simulation, power was the
consumption of input signal and output load that drive 0.5fF capacitance. Equation 6 show the power dissipation
based on measurements.

PD = VaIa + VbIb + VcIc + VdId + VDDIDD − VoutIcapacitance (6)
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Table 2: Input Pulse Parameter
Input Parameter Circuit Type

NAND Voting SBT NAND Voting
Inpu Voltage from Low to High(ns) 1194.2534 1194.25
Output Voltage from High to Low(ns) 1196.494 1199.69
Input Voltage from High to Low(ns) 1712.75 1712.75
Output Votage from Low to High(ns) 1711.339 1713.702
tPLH(ns) 2.2406 5.44
tPHL(ns) 1.411 0.952

IV Conclusion

Table 3: Comparision of NAND and SBT NAND Voting Logic Characteristic
Characteristic Circuit Types

NAND Voting Logic SBT NAND Voting Logic
Total No. of Gate 17 17
Total No. of PMOS 34 51
Total No. of NMOS 34 51
Total No. of Transistor 68 102
Time Propagation Delay(ns) 1.83 3.20
Frequency (MHz) 54.77 31.29
Power Dissipation(µW) 41.13 18.81

This article implemented, simulated and compared both NAND voting logic with and without SBT. The design
complexity are based on count of the number of gate, transistor, PMOS, and NMOS used. Table 3 comparing
characteristic of both NAND voting logic with and with out SBT. In conclusion, SBT NAND voting logic suitable
for low power consumption which is 54% saving power compare to common NAND voting logic. While common
NAND(with-out SBT) voting logic was 43% faster than SBT NAND voting logic. The trade-off of SBT NAND
voting logic can be improve future and expend study on dual-rail supply power.
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